
The Date of the Gilgamesh Epic

The date of the Gilgamesh Epic is derived from the
poem Inanna’s Descent To The Nether World. It is also
Damuzi’s descent to the netherworld. This poem is about
astral configurations for an important year of event. Inanna
the name for the planet Venus means (Nanna) great
mother. And Damuzi is the name for Mars. Damuzi is
called The Leader (of the calendar new year), and when
reborn in its rising, its birth is called The Son (Mars) and
thus Marduk. The poem includes the statement that Venus
dies and is reborn in her glory. This refers to the short-term
death of Venus passing in front of the sun, where its
narrow crescent gets very bright. Though its angular
distance from the sun can allow its ”death” (absence) to be
seen in as little as 4 days apart, the back dark side toward
the Earth makes it a common requirement for 8 days to
begin seeing any crescent. At this time of rising or
resurrection, the poem states that Mars was opposite the
sun, and did its turn about or its turn in Scorpio. Thus this
is not the same poem as Venus rising and finding the
opposition of Mars in the Gazelle, or in other
constellations. Every common translating scholar seems to
think that it’s a reference of the god Damuzi by magic
being turned into a scorpion or gazelle.

This poem is written in language that matches the texts
of the 17

th
century BC, and so it is no surprise to find this

true as Amizaduga’s year 1645bc. But the astral event of
that year is similar to the one that took place in 2040bc
while Noah was still alive at the age of 930, the same age
Adam died at. There was reason to fear death in this year
because Peleg was 230 and would die a mere 10 years
later in 2030bc. And because astral events are never the
same for all planets on any day or year, the copy of a
recording at the time the event is thought to occur again
can easily be changed by the actual new positions of that
re-recorded year. The poem for 1645bc should not be the
same as 2040bc, because the sky is not the same. The
data of any memorial if recorded will corrupt the true
original. An example is like that of every Sunday Nisan 16
of the moon is not going to be April 5 of the sun; and every
Sunday April 5 of the sun isn’t going to be Nisan 16 of the
moon. And if these three occur again, That of Sunday on
April 5 on Nisan 16, they will not have the same stars
behind the sun nor the moon.

Thus the copy of the 2040bc Gilgamesh Epic in 1645bc
will either be an actual direct copy of the originals, or
altered in the belief the exact same astral locations exist
(of which they do not, and can’t ever). This is how
everything ever written is when dates are concerned.

We can be sure that in 1645bc that priests definitely
had not made a decision to claim Noah had died and was
in the netherworld with his wife. This is true because
Amizaduga locked in the verification that Adam was 2400
years ago at Amizaduga’s death in 1625bc. As such, that
means Noah was not yet dead in 2040bc. It is not until
747bc that Babylon miscalculates the Flood as 2947bc and
thus Noah as dying in 2597bc which is 557 years before
2040bc (ten years before Peleg’s death). Or,
miscalculating Peleg’s death as year 740 in 2207bc, then
presuming Gilgamesh saw Noah ten years before it in

2217bc, Noah’s death is still 380 years before Gilgamesh’s
quest and 390 before Peleg’s death. This is why the Epic
exists in two versions with or without wife. The poem of
Noah with his wife is dead with her, and so the version
without wife must be realized as still alive, not dead yet,
sometime after his wife’s death. This would explain why
Gilgamesh goes to Ararat and Noah is not there, he has
moved on across the water (the sea, not the underground
river of the dead).

A mistake made about underground spring water is to
assume it is in the netherworld or in Hades. What most
people do not realize is that religious myth and astronomy
are opposite directions. If the upper world has 7 layers,
then so does the underworld. If it has 9 layers, then so
does the underworld. The error in religious myth is to place
the orbits or layers in the same direction when they are
concentric circles. The underworld which is underfoot is
presumed to have its deepest layer above the center of the
Earth so that its highest layer is the graves just underfoot.
This is not true. In astronomy, everything highest above
sky, becomes lowest below planet Earth, or below the soil,
the earth. Saturn as highest in the sky then orbits under
the Earth making its orbit the lowest below your feet or
below earth. Mars which orbits not as high as Saturn thus
goes under the Earth and is higher than Saturn. The
passage of Mars under the Earth is not as deep as it is for
Saturn. So the concept of the path and the river is not
actually thru soil into graves, but rather in the sky and
heavens going under the earth. It is a primitive ignorant
way of seeing astronomy visually as is, without the
explanation of graphic drawings to explain. In this way
modern space exploration movies have cleared up much
ignorance though creating so much other lies too.

Because Earth is the 3
rd

planet, both Venus and Mars
go behind the sun. But the orbit of Mars then comes
opposite the sun as 4

th
in orbit of it, while Venus goes in

front of the sun being 2
nd

in orbit from it. Naturally this
confused many as to which planet was deeper when
descending under Earth each day. Primitive indeed, but
information gathered from even ignorant people is not
useless because it unveils their perception where you
haven’t been. Thus it is a matter of sorting their truth form
their lie from their misconceptions of what they saw.

Most people do not realize that when Jesus said do not
hold children back from me, he meant more than saying
that he was there to teach children too because the
kingdom is theirs and will come much later when their
parents are dead. He meant more than he can teach them
too. He definitely learned from children otherwise he would
never appreciate scripture that says the Christ to come will
be a mere child who leads them all. All chosen by Jehovah
will have others around them who are older and with that
one excuse alone they will say this is not the Christ
because he/she is too young. They did that to Moses
before Jesus, and they do that to newborn churches. But
this is one reason Jehovah took the oldest of his sons and
made him younger than his father king David so that as
The Son (the reborn Son, Marduk) he would be the king as
the first humans were. Namely, the first sons in Ur and
Ereck were made “elder” (king) in their youth to trust that a
child tutored by an older teacher (priest) can know more
than his father, as Jesus (our Lord) knew more than David.



The Actual dates
It is more than just a different astral story on record for

1645bc than its original 2040bc for Gilgamesh. The dates
vary also because Egyptian calendar of 365 days did not
exist until the July 12 Epagum days of 2030bc for its new
year of Pamenot 1 on July 17. Unlike ancients since Maya
of 1314bc and Ramses in 1290bc who believed the 365-
day calendar began in 2774bc or 2770bc, the dates for
Gilgamesh can only be 360-day calendar. Thus the
following true dates exist despite any other recalculations
and miscalculations found in records or copies after the
actual event.

The Calendar dates for the Gilgamesh Epic

Julian Noah’s 360 Egyptian 365
2370bc Oct 12 1-01-600 (1656am) (1-03- 00)
2233bc Oct 12 1-01-739 (1795am) (1-03-137)

plus 730x 360 days = 720x 365 days to 1513bc

2041bc Dec 23 1-01-934 (1990am) ( 7-10-329 =N.929 =1985am)
2040bc Apr 26 5-05-934 (11-14-329
2040bc Dec 18 1-01-935 (1991am) ( 6-05-330 =N.930 =1986am)
2039bc Dec 13 1-01-936 (1992am) ( 5-30-331 =N.931 =1987am)
2031bc Nov 1 1-01-944 (2000am) ( 4-18-339 =N.939 =1995am)
2030bc May 6 7-17-944 10-24-339

July 12 9-24-944 E - 1 -339
July 17 9-29-944 1-01- 340 (N.940 =1996am)

2029bc May 5 7-22-945 (2001am) 10-24-340

Flood’s 730x 360 days = 720x 365 days
1650bc Apr 13 12-29-1330 1-01-720 (N.1320 =2376am)

Apr 15 1-01-1330 1-03-720
1646bc Mar 25 1-01-1334 12-13-723 (N.1323 =2379am)

Apr 12 12-19-1334 1-01-724 (N.1324 =2380am)
1645bc Mar 10 12-22-1334 Venus 11-29-724

Mar 19 1-01-1335 12-08-724
Apr 11 1-24-1335 1-01-725 (N.1325 =2381am)

1644bc Mar 14 1-01-1336 12-03-725
Apr 11 1-29-1336 1-01-726 (N.1326 =2382am)

1513bc Mar 9 11-24-1469 1-01-857 (N.1457 =2513am)
Apr 15 1-01-1469 2-08-857

The death of Peleg Mesanipada occurs on May 6 of
2030bc in the year 944. The Hyksos have already left Ur
and Ararat and arrived in location to found the city Noph
Mizraim which will become Memphis Egypt 700 years later
(the name Egypt from Egyptus the Greek name for
Sethosis the brother of Raamses). This arrival in 2030bc
before May 8 is required because the foundation requires
a 70-day observation of the star Sothis being absent as the
sun passes its celestial longitude. The record of Manetho
thought Adam was 5500bc (3600 years before 1900bc as
the first kingship of Babylon) and that the name Man or
Men (Menes) was given to Adam when he died at 930.
Thus he thinks this 70 days and 70 kings was in 2770bc
until July 17. Few people note the discrepancy in the LXX
labeling of the Septuagint where LXX means 70 and the
words Sept-Tua means 72. For this reason it goes
unnoticed that there are two traditions and the one of 72
men is the truth not 70 men. The reason is that at
Alexandria one degree of 69 miles north of Memphis the
star is absent 72 days not 70.

The mass suicide in the city of Ur of the two princes
(Nahor-)Alumdug and (Haran-)Meskalumdug with their
polygamous wives and servants to join Peleg in heaven is
thus definitely 2029bc (and not the central 2030bc
radiocarbon-14 dating of which one year is petty to argue

in C14). It is thus crucial to know Peleg’s death and that
Noah’s new year of that death is ALL SAINTS DAY
(2031bc Nov 1) to determine just when Gilgamesh made
quest to ask what is causing a cut of 700 years in
longevity. The absolute certainty that Egyptian calendar
began in 2030bc (not 2029bc) is because this suicide in
2029bc is dated as Koiak 24. To have such a date (10

th

month 24
th

day) requires its new year in 2030bc. Nor can
the calendar be earlier because it was the knowing that
Peleg was about to die and that the decision was being
discussed to go with him that disgusted the elders (kings)
and sent them on their way to Ararat where Shem would
lead them to Canaan, and most would choose to move
onto Egypt.

It is now clear that Gilgamesh was not part of this
Hyksos panic. He was wise or saw it coming so that he did
not follow suit of the Hyksos in his trip to Ararat (and then
Kittim Cyprus), but rather they followed in suit of him. Thus
it was not Hyksos 2031-2030bc then Gilgamesh 2030-
2029bc, but rather Gilgamesh is 2040bc by pinpointing the
dating of Mars in Scorpio to being Noah’s 930 years (the
same age as Adam had died). Clearly, the young male
population of 230 years was equally as old as Noah
without having lived the 700 years to get there. The
evidence is supportive in that year 740 of Greek Flood
2958bc (2957-2217bc) is regarded as Peleg’s death but 10
years before NeoBabylon’s Flood 2947bc places year 740
of Peleg’s death in 2207bc as 1

st
dynasty Ur’s kingship of

(Reu-)Aanipada. The 10-year difference does occur
because Babylon’s Arpaxad is 2945bc and 13 years after
Greek Flood 2958bc. This is the difference between
debating 950 years as 360-day or 365-day; (936x 365 days

= 949x 360 days). But the fact that they are laid out to create
this 10-year difference in Peleg’s death of 2217bc or
2207bc strongly implies Gilgamesh making his trip 10
years before Peleg died. Another factor that probably
confused them is that Gilgamesh did not give up his
kingship (a rule of 126 years from 2157-2031bc) to go on
the quest. Either his own death, or that of the world is why
his rulership ended after ALL SAINTS DAY new year. This
is why his age of longevity had to be clearly about that of
Peleg. It also indicates that modern scholars cannot
equate Gilgamesh as being Nimrod who died in 1770bc
(2256am) at the age of 500 when baby Judah was born to
Jacob Israel in Syria.

Today’s texts however recognize the 1000s of copies of
the Gilgamesh Epic written in the 17th century BC. They
thus think it is younger than the Xisuthros poems which
speak of the resurrection of Noah being raptured 40 days.
The return of the astral date in 1645bc causes the original
2040bc to go unnoticed as preceding Noah’s death in
2021bc on Christ-Mass eve Dec 24 in our Greek 10

th

month whose séance at Babel last until Feb 2 (Thoth 24
the Zoroastrian Christ-Mass in its 10

th
month) falling on

Noah’s 5-27 in 2020bc as the Chinese 60-day cycle
confused with Noah’s 3-27 in 2369bc (Jan 6) as day 40. It
is the Egyptian dates of 7 days to pack the ark and 40
days for the ark to be raptured that matches the Egyptian
dates this year in 2011-2012 AD being thrice 1460 years.
Remarkably, the 7-day preparation of Jesus which
Jehovah required for him to be raptured 40 days matches
these exact same Egyptian dates of Noah’s Flood (a



match in any 365-day calendar). The dates of Jesus in 33
AD do not match the dates of Noah’s death and the spirit
(Xisuthros or Christos) who falsely claimed to be Noah
raptured for 40 days.

Few people thus realize the panic the whole world
experienced in death for those 10 years from Gilgamesh to
Peleg (2040-2030bc), and from Peleg to Noah (2030-
2020bc). It is much like when 1975 became the year 6000
and for 10 secret years masses of people picked up HIV in
epidemic proportions to produce the mass of deaths of
AIDS in 1984, the 10th year. All too often people of all
walks of life chosen by Jehovah or not chosen will always
presume that what Jehovah has revealed due to deliberate
ignorance by people is thus things that do not exist yet, or
things he didn’t want anyone to know. This as if because
Jehovah can and does reveal and push his spirit to force
truths out, that the opposite must be true and that he hides
knowledge and blocks sight of it as if wanting the bad
results or deaths as if to teach a deserving lesson. It
definitely puts question on who to blame or credit when all
Israel is not permitted to follow Joshua and Caleb into
Canaan but rather must be punished and die with the 10
bad men chosen by those 10 tribes. Indeed even the two
tribes who picked two good men then die with the decision
of the 10 men rather than go thru with these two men. Was
it Jehovah, or was it Moses! None the less it happened. Do
we look back at what happened between 900 years of
Adam and Eve and then say this was Jehovah and what
he wanted!

So now knowing Gilgamesh and Peleg and Noah
leaves a decision to make. Will the Lamb succeed in
sparing life or will all see death. The Lamb gathers 7 days
knowing that death will take away the body as it did Jesus

raising it for 40 days. Because warning the children
banned in the locked rooms was more important. Indeed
Jesus was correct that his losing his life was like that of
Rachel giving birth to Benjamin. Without Benjamin, an
alternative way would have been required to get Joseph’s
father to come to him in Egypt to save his family form the
famine. But a woman gives her life to the child to be born,
and this is what Jesus did because his wife will proudly do
so also.


